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Women's Rights News
22 hours ago
We understand 😊

Woman Leaves Husband Of 22 Years Because He Supported Donald Trump
Last year, Gayle McCormick, 73, heard her husband William casually tell friends over lunch that he was...
FEMALISTA.COM
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Jezebel
17 hours ago
Garfield also called out the Supreme Court's decision in favor of Masterpiece Cakeshop.
Andrew Garfield Dedicated His Tony Win to 'LGBTQ People Who've Fought & Died for the Right to Live'

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/2?ui=2&ik=9f36d63b04&jsver=DwQKp74ifHY.en.&cbl=gmail_fe_180603.15_p9&view=pt&msg=163f03af9d81dfe4&cat=%40S...
As expected, Andrew Garfield won a Tony Award on Sunday night for his excellent performance as Prior...

THEMUSE.JEZEBEL.COM

Metaphorically, of course.

Angela Merkel Would Very Much Like Donald Trump to Put His Dick Back in His Pants

THESLOT.JEZEBEL.COM

Idiot

Punishing Women With the Death Penalty Would Cut Abortions, Idaho Candidate Says

A Republican lieutenant governor candidate on Tuesday softened his stance that women who get an abortion...

FEMALISTA.COM

The Trump administration eliminated a requirement that Title X providers offer all types of birth control to push ones they ideologically favor. No one wants Trump’s allies interfering in their health care, and women will fight back. http://usat.ly/2sGTB22/
Trump's new Title X plan requires ineffective birth control most women don't want

Donald Trump's new Title X birth control rules are driven by ideology. Women need access to all methods,...
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League of Women Voters of the U.S.
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'TENSE case of rich white male privilege eh? Cool. Cool. Cool.'

Jameela Jamil calls out Quentin Tarantino for casting actor who 'strangled' her friend

The Good Place actor Jameela Jamil had some choice words for Quentin Tarantino after news broke that he...
Sens. Mitch McConnell, Marco Rubio, and Lindsey Graham are among those who benefited from Russia-linked donations.

Allies Of Vladimir Putin Funneled Money To Senior Republicans - The Intellectualist

politicsmaven.io

Today, the Supreme Court voted to strip citizens of their constitutional right to vote. This decision is a setback for voting rights and will disproportionately affect people of color, low-income people, veterans, and people with disabilities.

Supreme Court, in 5–4 Decision, Allows States to Purge Voters for Their Failure to Vote

The ruling will disproportionately disenfranchise low-income and minority voters.

SLATE.COM

We're missing the part where this is actually insulting... (credit: https://buff.ly/2JCtoI7)
I love when dudes try to insult me by saying I need to stock up on cats and vibrators (because I'm a feminist), as if both of those things aren't awesome?
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This is so sweet 😊 http://spr.ly/6180DcLX8

This Picture of The Rock Feeding His Girlfriend While She Breastfeeds Is Incredible

Is there no end to how awesome The Rock is?
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Senator Mazie Hirono is an icon, and she's the only senator who asks every single nominee whether they've been accused of sexual harassment or assault.

The Quiet Rage Of Mazie Hirono

The Hawaii senator is the chamber's only immigrant. The Democrat, who asks every nominee whether they've...
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The message couldn't be clearer: Girl Power!

Supportive Illustrations Help Motivate Women In Their Struggle Against Gender Prejudices - FemPositive
Believe it or not, offensive statements about women are actually more common than you might Read more
FEMPOSITIVE.COM

Women Who Dared to Discover: 16 Women Scientists You Should Know
Meet 16 Trailblazing Female Scientists Who Dared to Discover!
AMIGHTYGIRL.COM

Rihanna's New Lingerie Line Got People Emotional Because It’s An Example Of Diversity And Inclusivity At Its Finest - FemPositive
If you haven't been keeping up with Rihanna lately, we would love to inform you Read more
FEMPOSITIVE.COM
Planned Parenthood Action

"This is not a slippery slope. It is a ski jump into lawlessness."

Opinion | The Justice Department abandons the ACA — and with it, the law
It refuses to defend the constitutionality of key parts of the health-care law.
WASHINGTONPOST.COM

A Mighty Girl

For A Mighty Girl's latest book giveaway, we're excited to present the new book by world-renowned scientist, inventor, and autism spokesperson Temple Grandin, "Calling All Minds: How to Think and Create Like An Inventor"! Filled with 25 kid-friendly projects, personal anecdotes, and fascinating facts about inventors throughout history, this engaging new book will help young tinkerers make their own inventions soar. Kids will love the opportunity to try their hand experimenting with projects...

Temple Grandin's "Calling All Minds" Book & Invention Kit Giveaway!
Win an autographed copy of Temple Grandin's new guide for kids on thinking like an inventor, and a...
AMIGHTYGIRL.COM

Women's Health

From clearing up acne to fighting wrinkles, this is your go-to product guide.
http://spr.ly/6184DcqEK

The 33 Best Drugstore Skin-Care Products, According To Dermatologists
Time to stock up.
WOMENSHEALTHMAG.COM
There's a fight in Michigan to update the sex ed curriculum to one that teaches affirmative consent: "We need to change our culture and adapt to changing times when 'no means no' doesn't work."

Should Michigan sex education require 'yes means yes' curriculum?
The "yes means yes" bill defines affirmative consent as "conscious," "ongoing" and "can be revoked at any..."

Sens. Mitch McConnell, Marco Rubio, and Lindsey Graham are among those who benefited from Russia-linked donations.

"I was preparing to die, and then suddenly it's like, 'I feel better now, I guess I'll go hiking..."
'I'm The Woman Whose Terminal Breast Cancer Went Into Remission After Immunotherapy'
Judy Perkins was preparing to die when an experimental treatment changed everything.
WOMENSHEALTHMAG.COM

'I Completely Transformed My Butt Thanks To This Workout Routine'
Madalin Frodsham wasn't seeing the results she wanted until she made this change.
WOMENSHEALTHMAG.COM

NRA spokesperson Dana Loesch decided to show up to a gunfight with a rubber band...
Alyssa Milano And Dana Loesch Go To War On Twitter - Spoiler, Dana Loesch Came Unarmed
Alyssa Milano schools NRA mouthpiece Dana Loesch.
SAMUEL-WARDE.COM

VIDEO: Every day, we're reminded of the amazing women who came before us. Thanks to their courage and persistence, we have come thus far. There is still much to do to
achieve gender equality, but, together, we can make it happen! See what you can do: http://www.unwomen.org/en/get-involved

and we will bring change through our voice.
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Women’s Health

6 hours ago

Tell your BFF you love them, today and every day ❤️PropertyChanged 🎊❤️

http://spr.ly/6184DcvLw/
A best friend is someone who loves you when you forget to love yourself.

Women's Health


The 5 Best Sex Positions For When You're Feeling Stressed
Skip yoga tonight and give these a try.
He was accused of "grabbing, kissing, making comments about [the] physical attributes" of female employees at Pixar.

Pixar Co-Founder Is Permanently Leaving Company Following Alleged Sexual Harassment

Anthony Bourdain showed the humanity & culture of people in Palestine through food. His work was invaluable and he will be missed. Honor his life by speaking up against injustice and seeking help when needed.

Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255
Last night's episode of Westworld was a devastatingly beautiful change of pace. Let's talk "Kiksuya."

Actually, the Hosts in Westworld Have Been Awake for a Long, Long Time

Women's Rights News
Some called her an attention seeker, but that’s one bada$$ mom!

Museum Asks Mom To Cover Up While Breastfeeding, And Now They Deeply Regret It!
- FemPositive

A staff member at the courtyard of the Victoria and Albert Museum asked a London Read more
FEMPOSITIVE.COM
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